Whenever
Whenever I sit and reflect on the periods of my life that I’d classify as the happier, or happiest, or
most pleasant. Those years that we spent together rise to the top of my thoughts.
Never, since then, have I enjoyed life, or the people and environment around me, as much as I did
then.
Never, since then, or before then, have I knowingly experienced Love, in the manner you and your
sister expressed Love to me.
Repeatedly, I rehearse, in my mind, how I should have behaved and spoke, so that we would not
have lost contact with one another.
Continuously, I lament not having you actively and physically involved in my life and the moment
when it became apparent that would be my destiny.
Forever, I’ll remember how we met – the Bumble Bee; How we danced, romanced, explored,
experienced, enjoyed & shared each other’s company; How you looked, and looked at me; your
consistent words – “Flow with it”.
These are some of the memories I use to transcend time and space, to relive our union; to hear your
voice & see your face in the ether & my mind.
Still I long to, once again, read your written words and be assured you’ve received these from me.
I Love you still, and always will.

Some People
Some people are want to take a person’s kindness for their weakness and these same people seek
to exploit that kindness in a selfish manner.
Beware! Kindness is a strength. It requires great strength to remain kind in the face of evil or
obvious abuse. But, when weakness is evident in anger and its associates. It is through these
vehicles that one eternally damns himself and fails all concerned except Satan. Know that the
strength has its rewards, now and later.
It’s nice to be nice! Easy to smile. And the kind word rapidly travels the country mile.

Spiral
Life gone spiral. Video gone viral. Patience always out to the test, failure comes without doing the
best. Miss me with the handicap, piss me ‘cause you can’t read the map. Listen, put this in your
sail, use it, and bypass slavery and jail.
Here’s the tip: Probable, and “not” are distinguished by other than plan, goals achieved, or missed
show the determination of the man.
Did you hear me then? Here’s the tip: Probable, and “not” are distinguished by other than plan,
goals achieved, or missed show the determination of the man.
Now here’s some more… will you settle for one star, in an unlimited universe? If so, when you
buy a car might as well be a Hearst. Why limit yourself and restrict your imagination? Available
are task and tool. Learn how to live with, and use, creation.
Remember the tip: Probable, and “not”, are distinguished by other than plan. Goals achieved, or
missed, show the determination of the man. So will you give up, or keep trying? Time is long. Life
is short. Everything born is dying.
Remember the tip. Probable, and “not”, are distinguished b other than plan. Goals achieved, and
missed, show the determination of the man.

